THE PAXTON COLLECTION

THE PAXTON CLOSET
The Paxton walk-in closet elevates storage
with enhanced function and style. Glass-front
cabinetry and countertops combine elegance
with optimal visibility. A center island with
slanted shoe shelves maximizes organization
and easy access. Cabinet and drawer pulls
in metallic finishes lend a refined yet subtle
statement. Exclusive Everstyle drawers are
customizable to store everything from clothing
to accessories. Custom options including
a coffee stand and built-in vanity optimize
personalized function.
ADDITIONAL FEATU R ES I NCLU DE:
Inset drawers and door faces; custom
lighting; built-in power outlets;
suspended hanging poles; hidden
and refined hardware; 13 exclusive
Everstyle drawer options

californiaclosets.com/paxton

THE PAXTON MEDIA CENTER

FI N ISH ES + MATE R IALS

H I DDE N HAR DWAR E

The Paxton Collection achieves its refined design through a discerning palette
of materials, hardware, finishes, and colors. This edited selection ensures the
collection’s transitional modern design stays true for every custom configuration.

Hidden hardware creates a streamlined,
flawless finish. Installed inside, within,
or behind each piece, the hardware
disappears from sight and provides the
elevated finishing touch that makes
the Paxton Collection perfect for every
room in the home.

The Paxton media center redefines custom living
for public spaces. Hidden hardware seamlessly
connects the entire system for a flawless finish.
An extra long shelf accommodates televisions of
various sizes; the exclusive ventilated Everstyle

THE PAXTON COLLECTION

component drawer keeps electronics concealed and
cool. Illuminated glass shelving offers a striking
display space. A purposeful mix of open and
closed storage lends continuity to the design while
organizing equipment, books, decor, and more.
ADDITIONAL FEATU R ES I NCLU DE:
Inset drawers and door faces; custom spotlights;

The Paxton Collection is California Closets’
exclusive new storage collection designed in a transitional modern
aesthetic to elevate every room in the house.

recessed lighting; integrated wireless charger;
continuous bottom shelf hardware; Everstyle TV
remote drawer; hidden and refined hardware

Distinguished by its streamlined profile, Everstyle Drawer System,
and hidden hardware, this comprehensive collection maintains an elegant,

THE PAXTON WINE BAR
The Paxton wine bar takes entertaining to the next
level. Beautiful, functional construction organizes
a full wine collection. Wine stars help to group
wine by category and balance the aesthetic with
clean, symmetrical lines. Silestone countertops mix
durable surfaces with organic contrast. Extra long
floating glass shelves beneath spotlights create a
luxe showcase for glassware. Closed storage hides
dishware, table settings, and more.
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WOOD
FINISHES
Lago® Milano Grey
Lago® Adriatic Mist
Tesoro™ Ash
LuxeMatte™ Dove

HARDWARE
FINISHES
› Matte aluminum
› Gold
› Graphite

VEGAN LEATHER
FINISHES
› Winter
› Oyster
› Pewter

›
›
›
›

SILESTONE 		
COUNTERTOPS
Pearl Jasmine
Charcoal Soapstone
Kensho
Tebas Black

TH E EVE RSTYLE DRAWE R SYSTE M
Exclusive to the Paxton Collection, the Everstyle Drawer System enhances every solution with exceptional design, versatility,
and organization. The system features 15 custom drawer styles, providing personalized storage for clothing, accessories, and more.

cohesive design in any configuration. A select, complementary palette

THE PAXTON
HOME OFFICE
+ WALL BED

of premium finishes, materials, and coordinating design elements combine
to create beautiful systems equivalent to custom built-in furniture.

The Paxton home office performs
smart double duty. A soft-motion wall bed
transforms the daily workspace into a weekend

Rooted in California Closets’ rich history of craftsmanship and expertise,

SHIRT DRAWER

DIVIDED BASKET

TIE & BELT ORGANIZER

the Paxton Collection is the perfect solution for any space—from the closet

guest room. A designated desk with the
exclusive Everstyle versatile drawer enhances
function and organization. Open shelves mix
with closed cabinetry for office supply and

to the media center, to the home office and wine bar.

bedding storage both accessible and hidden.

ADDITIONAL FEATU R ES I NCLU DE:
Inset drawers and door faces; built-in power

ADDITIONAL FEATU R ES I NCLU DE:

outlets; continuous bottom shelf; exclusive Paxton

Inset drawers and door faces;

door and drawer pulls; multiple storage options;

refined flip-up and flip-down hardware;

hidden and refined hardware

VERSATILE DRAWER

SHOE ORGANIZER

JEWELRY ORGANIZER

built-in power outlets; file drawer storage

